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Learn the Letters
 The Aleph Bet Story
 The Aleph Bet Story CD
 The Aleph Bet Story Activity Book
 The Aleph Bet Story Workbook
 The Aleph Bet Chart Poster
 The Google Head Vowel Poster
 The Aleph Bet Story Poster

Learn to Read and Write
 Sarah, David and YOU Read Hebrew
 The Read Hebrew Primer 
 The Skill and Drill Book
 The Block Writing Supplement
 The Script Writing Supplement

Learn Tefilah
 The Friday Night Book
 The Shabbat Morning Book

Prepare for Bar/Bat Mitzvah
 The Bar/Bat Mitzvah Book
 The Bar/Bat Mitzvah Bimah Book (custom)

Learn to Speak & Visit Israel
 The Picture Book
 The Visit Israel Book
 Mah Hamatzav Poster Set (set of 5 posters)
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Overview
The Read Hebrew Primer teaches all the letters, vowels and reading skills in the same order and style as the three-book 
Read Hebrew Curriculum. The first part of the Primer introduces many of the letters, all of the vowels and reading
skills (pages 6-57). In the latter part of the Primer, the pace picks up as students learn the remaining letters and 
reinforce the reading skills they have learned (pages 58-86). Early on, students begin to read real Hebrew words. 
This Primer is recommended for third grade and up, late-start students and adult learners. 

Features of The Read Hebrew Primer
Each new letter, vowel and reading skill is introduced with a focused, two-page lesson. Letters, vowels 
and skills learned are then reinforced throughout the remainder of the book. Features include the following:

New Letter Introduction: Letters are introduced with The Aleph Bet Story picture and letter description, 
    followed by lines of reading practice. The last line on the new letter page allows for writing the new 
    letter in order to practice its shape.

New Vowel Introduction: Vowel pages are introduced with the google head icon. Each vowel has its 
    own two-page lesson. Notice that the featured vowel is seen in the open drawer in a file cabinet icon.

Page Headings announce reading skills to be worked on.

Beats and Baskets are introduced on page 22 and can be applied to any subsequent page of Hebrew                   
    reading. The ‘Beats and Baskets’ technique offers students a hands-on approach for building reading fluency. 
    As students put loops under syllables, they are also counting beats which enables teachers to monitor
    for reading accuracy and fluency. This skill is particularly helpful for reading longer, more complex words. 

Helpful Hint: Calling out the number of beats in a word will help students read longer words.

Hebrew Vocabulary is introduced using ‘picture words’. Each word is represented by a simple black and white         
    picture. It is very important for the teacher to model correct pronunciation of each Hebrew word. The instructions      
    ask the teacher to say the picture words out loud first followed by the student who then repeats the word.

 Icons seen on page five are used as visual cues to help explain the activity or objective of the page. The bubble       
    icon (I Can Speak Hebrew!) indicates lines of conversational Hebrew that should be said out loud as part of the 
    lesson.  Most conversational sentences and phrases appear in the second half of the workbook.

Structuring a Lesson for Reading Reinforcement and Mastery
Include these steps in each lesson:
1. Always start with The Aleph Bet Story to teach the new letter. Use the storybook language and questions 
    to discuss the letter’s features. This will help students with retention and with similar looking letters. For these 
    reasons, The Aleph Bet Story is effective with students of all ages. The online audio version 
    includes sound effects and the Aleph Bet Rock song. Each letter has its own track.

2. Plan to review one or two lessons to ensure retention and build mastery before introducing a new letter, 
    vowel or reading skill. The goals are fluency, accuracy, and “to read each line until it is perfect”.

3. Once students know some of the vowels and letters, start a lesson with a letter or vowel drill, or page of reading            
    practice, as a warm-up exercise. Find letter and vowel drills and additional reading practice in the Read Hebrew  

Books One, Two and Three. Find letter and vowel drills on pages 39, 70, and 71 of the Primer. Find blank exercise  
    templates online in Activities. Activities available with a subscription.

4. Use the Block Print or Script Writing Supplements along with this workbook for additional writing practice.

Online Support for The Read Hebrew Primer
Teacher training for The Read Hebrew Primer is available online at our website, www.sarahdavid.com. There is 

 a Video Workshop for The Aleph Bet Story and a Video Workshop for the Sarah, David and You Read Hebrew 
    books that explain techniques and skills taught in The Read Hebrew Primer. 

Ask students to use the free online Audio Support to help with reading practice at home.

AH AH
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� What’s Inside

Hi Everyone! 
Welcome to The Sarah and David Read Hebrew Primer.  This workbook teaches you how to read Hebrew! 
There are picture cues throughout the workbook to show you what to do.  Here’s an explanation.

The picture cues that you will see are:

Reading Practice
This picture indicates that you are going to read lines of Hebrew.

Activity
This picture tells you to pick up your pencil to do a reading activity. 

Picture Words
The camera means that pictures accompany the Hebrew vocabulary. 
The pictures tell you what the words mean.

Letter Practice and Vowel Practice
You’ll notice that we review the letters and vowels a lot throughout this book.  There are 
two activities you’ll see, letter charts and vowel drills.  We repeat these activities to help 
you learn the letters and vowels very well.  Did you know that the key to learning the 
letters and vowels, and to reading well, is lots and lots of practice?

I Can Speak Hebrew! 
This icon indicates phrases or sentences of conversational Hebrew.  Quotation marks 
serve the same purpose.  First read the lines, then talk to your friends in Hebrew!

You’ll also see two other forms of speaking icons, one with David and one with Sarah.  
When David appears, it means the sentence is written in masculine form.  When Sarah 
appears, the sentence is written in feminine form.

This workbook moves ahead at a steady pace. Generally, new letters, vowels or reading skills are taught as a 
two-page lesson.  Here’s a trick to help you work through this book.  When you learn a new letter or vowel, 
read the page three times in a row.  The goal is to read all of the lines smoothly and easily until they roll off 
your tongue.  When that happens, you’re ready for the next letter!  Have fun!  Enjoy!  And Good Luck!
    
        Your Friend,

                                     Lily

OO OO
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What makes shin special?

Shape:  Shin sits on the line and has three 
            arms up in the air. Shin has a dot 
            on the right. That dot puts the 
            “sh” in shin.

Sound:  Ben SHivers in the SHnow. 
            Shin “sh” sound.
   
                  Read storybook page 21.

Vowels are symbols that always come below, beside or above the letters.

Both of these vowels come below the letter and make the “ah” sound.

    combined with     (ah) or     (ah) is read as “sha” (    ) or “sha” �����������

SDWDFK NDPDW]

��:���:���:���:���:���:���:��

IjWhj�h[WZ_d]�\hec�h_]^j�je�b[\j$

.1

� �:�� �:��� �:����������������������������������

�:��� �:��� �:��� �:���:���:�����������

.2

.3

SHIN

OH OH

OO OO

IH

AYAY

EEEE

EH

AH AH
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Practice the shape of shin.

Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
         Student, write the       on the line for these      picture words.

.1.3 .2

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

.4

Shin “sh” Sound

���� �:���� �:����: �:�������������� �: �:���� �: �:��

��:���:�

: ~Q ~:R �J �O �:P)O �:
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes bet special?

Shape:  Bet sits on the line. It has a little tail 
            extending from the bottom right corner 
            and is open on the left side. Bet has 
            a belly button!

Sound:  That belly button gives bet 
            the “b” sound. Bet “b” sound.
   
                     Read storybook page 2.

AA   ÄÄ   ©AÄ   ©A ©A   Ä   ©A   Ä   A

W ©A   ©WẄ   Ä ©A   Ẅ ©A   Ä ©W   Ä   Ẅ

  W ©A   ©AÄ   ©WẄ   ©AẄ   ẄÄ   A ©W

 A ©A   ©AẄ   Ẅ ©A   AẄ ©A   Ẅ   ©A

   WẄ ©A   Ä ©W   W ©A   W ©AẄ   WẄ
Practice the shape of bet.

BET
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Reading Practice

Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat. 
         Student, on the line write the letter you hear,      or     , for each picture word.

.1.3 .2.4

What makes vet special?

Shape:  Vet also sits on the line. It has a little 
            tail extending from the bottom right 
            corner and is open on the left side. 

Sound:  Vet “v” sound.
   
               Read storybook page 2.

VET

  aẄ   ä   ©a ©a   a ©A   WÄ   ä    ©a

  a ©a   Aä   a ©a  ä ©W    Ẅä   AẄ

  W ©A   ©Aä   A ©a   W ©a   Wä   a ©W

.2

.3

.1

DA

wEA §w ©AdÄ ªAC �] �D �T`Ä ©q

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes tav special?

Shape:  Tav has two legs that connect to its top.
            Tav sits on the line, and tav has toes!

Sound:  Tav’s toes twinkle with toe polish. 
            Tav “t” sound.
   
                    Read storybook page 22.

zz̈   z̈ ©z   z   ©z   Y   z̈

©WÄ ©z   zÄ   W ©A   ̈    az̈   z̈

           zÄ ©W   A ©z   z̈Ÿ   a ©W   Wz̈

zÄ ©W   ©Az̈ ©W   ©zẄ   z ©W   Yz̈

©WÄ ©Y   z ©WÄ   zŸ   zẄ   zÄ
Practice the shape of tav.

TAV
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.2

.3

.1

Activity
Instructions: Circle the words that rhyme in each line.

Ẅ ©Y   z̈z̈   W ©A   A ©W   W ©W

Ẅ ©W   z ©W   ©zẄ   A ©a   zÄ

    z ©a ©W    zÄ ©W   ©Wz̈   z ©A   W ©a

W ©a    W ©A    ©W ©W   z ©A   W ©z

Wz̈    zẄ    AÄ    a ©Y    aẄ

.4

.1.3

Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
         Student, write      on the line for these      picture words.

Tav “t” Sound

.5

�J(5 �<FL �Q �O �<

<<

G �FL �Q �O �<

.2
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��New Vowel

“oh”  sound

“oh” with the vav

“oh” without the vav

Read these lines with both forms of the “oh” vowel.

=
This vowel is 
called cholam.

 Fa  FW  FY  Fz  FA
        Ÿa  ŸY  ŸA  ŸW  Ÿz

WFW  zFA  AFY  FW  FA  Fz
WŸW   zŸA   AŸY   ŸW   ŸA   Ÿz

FAŸA   AŸz   ŸAŸW   aŸz   ŸAŸA   ŸzŸz
FAFW   FWFW   FAFA   FzFz

zä ©W   zÄ ©W    FzÄ   FW ©A   FzẄ
   ©zz̈   z̈ ©A   ©WFW   ©WFz   ©zFA

Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

The “oh” vowel sound can be made two ways.
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Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.
Reading Practice

Fz
zFA
FA

aFW
AFY

OO OO

IH

AYAY

EEEE

EH

AH AH

OH OH

Activity
Instructions: Write these sounds in English.

.3

.4

        AŸz  AFz     Fa          
   Ẅ          aẄ  ©zFW  

Activity
Instructions: Match the sounds in each column.

“OH” Sound

z̈ ©az̈   z̈ä ©W   ©WFW   ©WFz   ©zFa

 W ©A   Wz̈   W ©W   z ©Y   z ©W   z ©a

ŸA
AŸY
aŸW
Ÿz

zŸA

.2

.1

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes lamed special?

Shape:  Lamed is long like lightning 
            and lands on the line.

Sound:  Lamed is like lightning. 
             Lamed “l” sound.
   
              Read storybook page 12.

  l̈z̈   Ẅl̈   ©l ©l   l̈   Fl   z̈   ©l

lFz   lFW   lFa   FW ©l   FlFW

a©l   ä ©l   Wl̈   l ©A   ll̈   l ©W

a ©l ©W   FlẄ   FlÄ   Flz̈   FAl̈

z ©W ©l   zÄ ©W ©l   FlFW   FlẄ   ÄFl
Practice the shape of lamed.

LAMED
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Ÿa    Ÿz    ŸA    ŸW    Ÿl   Fz   FA   FW   Fl

Activity
Instructions: Practice reading the “oh” sound. Then, write the other form of each sound on the line below.

Activity
Instructions: Read each line out loud. Cross out the word on each line that sounds different from the rest.

©AFl    zFl    ©AŸl    ©AFl
FlÄ     ŸlÄ    ©AŸl     ŸlÄ
zÄ ©W    ©zÄ ©W    zÄ ©W
 lFl ©A    l ©lÄ    lFl ©A

Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
         Student, write     on the line for each of these     picture words.

.2.3 .1

Lamed “l” Sound

L �OL �O

O

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

PL �L �J �O

O

D�O
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“ee” with a yud

“ee” without a yud

Instructions: Read each line out loud. Circle all the “ee beans” you can find, then count them.

Yud and “ee” together make an “ee bean”!

The “ee” vowel sound can be made two ways.

This vowel is 
called cheereek.

                 ¦a   ¦z   ¦l   ¦A   ¦W

        i ¦a   i ¦z   i ¦l   i ¦A   i ¦W

i ¦a   i ¦z   i ¦l   i ¦A   i ¦W
Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

“ee”  sound

��� �=

New Vowel

   ai ¦l   z ©A   l ¦z   Fl   i ¦A ¦l
i ¦a ©l   Fz   li ¦W   i ¦AFz   i ¦z
i ¦AŸA   i ¦W ¦W   i ¦z   i ¦A ¦l   li ¦l
z ¦W   i ¦li ¦l   i ¦a ©W   i ¦A   WÄ

    # of  
“ee beans”   
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Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
                  Student, circle the letter with the “ee” vowel in these picture words.

OH OH

OO OO

IH

AYAY

EH

AH AH

EEEE

.2.3 .1

9101112

14
15

16

�

.2.3.4

.6.7.8 .5

.1

L �O

�� �O�

� �:��

�:�

�D �O�

D �O

�)<��  ©A  

Ä 

L �DL �]��

� �D �]��] �D �:�

] �D �:�

y]�

i ¦lÄ 

 ¦lÄ 

“EE” Sound

Activity
Instructions: The word or sound in each box matches the word or sound in one cloud. 
                  Write the number of the matching cloud on the line inside each box.

13

R)QL �O G �]L �5C �Q �C

�
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes mem special?

Shape:  Mem sits on the line and is always 
            open on the bottom. Poor Molly 
            is always losing her marbles.

Sound:  Molly and her marbles! 
            Mem “m” sound.
   
                  Read storybook page 13.

Practice the shape of mem.

n̈ ©n   i ¦n   n   Fn   ¦n   ©n   n̈   n

i ¦nFl   li ¦a ©n   i ¦ni ¦W   i ¦nÄ   i ¦li ¦n

  i ¦A ¦n   i ¦ni ¦W   FnFY   aFn   i ¦n ©Y

lŸan̈   Wn̈ ©W   Wn̈   i ¦a ©W   i ¦n ©W

lFn ¦l   i ¦W ¦n   z̈ ©n   i ¦zn̈   Ä ©n

MEM
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Reading Practice

What makes mem sofeet special?

Shape:  Mem Sofeet is part of the mem family. 
            It comes at the end of a word, sits on 
            the line, and is always closed. Lucky 
            for Mort, he gets to keep his marbles.
          
Sound:  Mort and his marbles! 
            Mem Sofeet “m” sound.
   
                 Read storybook page 13.

Practice the shape of mem sofeet.

  m ©W   mä   mŸ   ml̈   mẄ   mÄ

mFlẄ   mFW   mFa   mFA   mFz

mi ¦a   mi ¦z   mÄ   mi ¦A   mÄ   m ©W

mi ¦W   mi ¦l ¦n   li ¦n   mi ¦li ¦Y   li ¦Y

mFlẄ   zÄ ©W   Wn̈ ©W   Wn̈ ©n   i ¦n ¦W

MEM SOFEET

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes yud special?

Shape:  Yud is a little curved letter 
            that floats above the line. 
          
Sound:  Yud “y” sound.
   
            Read storybook page 10.

Practice the shape of yud.

z¦iÄ   ¦iÄ   ©iFi   ¦i   Fi   ©i   ï

mi ¦nï   zi ¦n©i   i ¦n©i   mï   m ¦i   ¦i

mFil̈   mFi ©A   zFi   mFi   Fi

ï ©a   ï ©n   FiFi   FnFi   i ¦nFi   aï

i ¦zï   i ¦lï   a ¦i   z ¦i   W ¦i   l ¦i

YUD
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Instructions: Read each line out loud. Circle the “ee” beans. Count the number of words with     and     .
Activity

aï   Wï   FiFi   ¦i   ©i   ï   Fi

mFi ©l   mi ¦nï   mn̈Fi   mFi   mï

i ¦nz̈   i ¦n©i   i ¦li ¦l   i ¦WFA   i ¦WFW

mFlẄ   zÄ ©W   i ¦W ¦W   mÄ   mi ¦A

: �D�L���P)L �O���L �:):���P)L���P�L

D �:�L���L �Q �]���L �Q �:���L �O �L���PL �Q�L

Instructions: Read each line out loud. Circle all the yuds with a vowel then count them.
Activity

�� ����

Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
         Student, write the    on the line for the     picture words.

Yud “y” Sound

��

Q P

P# of      
 words:

F~O~LG �F �O�LF�LO �C �[ �8 �L

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

LL

Q# of     
 words:

L# of    ‘s with               
  a vowel:
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Instructions: Read each line out loud. Circle the “ee” beans. Count the number of words with     and     .
Activity

aï   Wï   FiFi   ¦i   ©i   ï   Fi

mFi ©l   mi ¦nï   mn̈Fi   mFi   mï

i ¦nz̈   i ¦n©i   i ¦li ¦l   i ¦WFA   i ¦WFW

mFlẄ   zÄ ©W   i ¦W ¦W   mÄ   mi ¦A

: �D�L���P)L �O���L �:):���P)L���P�L

D �:�L���L �Q �]���L �Q �:���L �O �L���PL �Q�L

Instructions: Read each line out loud. Circle all the yuds with a vowel then count them.
Activity

�� ����

Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
         Student, write the    on the line for the     picture words.

Yud “y” Sound

��

Q P

P# of      
 words:

F~O~LG �F �O�LF�LO �C �[ �8 �L

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

LL

Q# of     
 words:

L# of    ‘s with               
  a vowel:
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��New Skill

A letter and a vowel make a beat.  

Letters without a vowel of their own are part of a beat.

�

� �

��������� ��

Beats and Baskets

Activity
Instructions: Read the words. Count the beats (syllables). Put each beat in a basket. 
                 A basket is a loop made under a syllable.

z ©A       mFlẄ       z ¦i ©A       i ¦WFA

mi ¦nï      mFi ©A      mï ©A      W ¦i ©W
               

m ¦i ©nẄ      mi ¦nï ©A      mFlẄ     z ¦i ©A ©A
     

Wn̈ ©W      i ¦W ¦W      mn̈Fi ©A      zÄ ©W
 

.2

.3

.1

.4

��
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�� Yud “y” Sound

Instructions: Read the story. 
Reading Practice

Instructions: Write each vowel sound on the line below the box.
Vowel Practice

�� ����������

2Q�����������������������ZH�ZHQW�WR�WKH�������������������������������������

:H�SOD\HG�LQ�WKH���������������������������DQG�ORYHG�WKH�ZDUP�

��������������������������������:H�SOD\HG�ZLWK������������

DQG�� � � � ���DQG�����������������������������������

,W�ZDV�JHWWLQJ�ODWH���:H�ZDVKHG�WKH�VDQG�RII�RXU�IHHW�

ZLWK                       ,  and UDQ                ���������������������

P�LL �: �:�P)L

L �Q �:

L �OL �O

z¦i ©A ©l

: ~Q ~:

P �L �Q

AH AH

P �L �Q

RK

G�L �Q
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes hey special?

Shape:  Hey has two legs that sit on the line, 
            but the left leg is broken! It doesn’t 
            connect to the top of the letter.
            
          
Sound:  Hey hurts. Hey “h” sound.
   
               Read storybook page 5.

Practice the shape of hey.

Fl ©d   dïd̈   Fd   i ¦d   d̈d̈   ©d   d

  Wn̈ ©W ©d   m ¦in̈ ©d   z ¦i ©A ©d   z ©A ©d

mFi ©d   mï ©d   z ©A ©d   dl̈   dl̈i ¦n

dn̈i ¦A   dz̈Ẅ   dï ©n   dn̈l̈   dÄ   dd̈

lẄn̈ ©d   m ¦i ©nẄ ©d   m ¦in̈ ©d   mi ¦nï ©d

HEY
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Picture Words
Instructions: Teacher, say each picture word out loud. Ask students to repeat.
         Student, add       to each picture and word and say each word out loud.

Hey “h” Sound

)O �G���G�L �G���)G���L �G��� �G �G��� �G���G
G �O �Q����G�L �G����G �OL �Q����G �Q �<���G �O

m ¦i ©nẄ ©d   mFi ©d   mi ¦nï ©d   mï ©d   z ©A ©d
  dl̈i ¦n ©d   dn̈i ¦A ©d   z ¦i ©A ©d   Wn̈ ©W ©d

at the end of a Hebrew word is silent like a “silent e” in English.��G

at the beginning of a Hebrew word means “the”.��G
Instructions: Read each word. Put each beat in a basket.
Reading Practice

��G

�� ������

: ~Q ~:z¦i ©A�J(5 �< D�O

.2

.3

.1

.4

Instructions: Read each word. Underline the silent     .��GReading Practice
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“ay” with a yud

“ay” without a yud

Read each line out loud. Circle all the “ay” and “ee” beans you can find, then count them!

Yud and “ay” together make an “ay bean”!

The “ay” vowel sound can be made two ways.

This vowel is 
called tzayreh.

“ay”  sound

 

  ¥n   ¥l   ¥d   ¥a   ¥A   ¥W

  i ¥W          i ¥n   i ¥l   i ¥d   i ¥a   i ¥A

zi ¥l   li ¥z   li ¥A   li ¥d
Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

New Vowel

m ¥W ©d   mi ¥dd̈   dz̈i ¦A   Fzi ¥A

mi ¦z   mi ¥z   m ¥l   m ¥n   mi ¦d

mi ¥a   m ¥W zzW ¥W   i ¥Y   i ¥n©i   W¥i

dl̈i ¥l   i ¦li ¥l   m ¥d   zFn ¥W   m ¥W

    # of  
“ay beans”   
 

    # of  
“ee beans”   
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Fzi ¥A   i ¦zi ¥A   zi ¥A   i ¥A

dl̈ ¥A   dl̈i ¥l   Fl   mẄ

i ¦lFn   i ¦lFd   i ¦li ¥d   i ¦Ai ¥n

z ¥zl̈   l ¥l ¦d   l ¥Y   m ¥lẄ

Reading Practice
Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect. Put each beat in a basket. Count all the “ay” sounds.

Instructions: Write the sound in English.
Vowel Practice

OH OH

OO OO

IH

EEEE

EH

AH AH

AYAY

“AY” Sound

¥Wn̈

i ¥AFn

©dŸl

i ¦li ¥Y

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

AYAY

    # of  
“ay beans”   
 

 # of “ay’s” 
(without yud)  
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~:��� ~G��� ~Q��� ~O���~L��� ~G��� ~A

P ~Q���P ~G���P ~:���O ~W

] ~W ¥W  W¥L ~:���P ~dÖ��P~O ~z

�P~O ~G���P ~dÖ ~:���: ~Q ~W ©d

m ¥G ~W   dïG̈ ~:���G ~zFW

O ~W���dÖ ~:���)O ~W   i ¦O ~W

“eh”  sound

This vowel is 
called segol.

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

Instructions: Practice reading the “eh” sound. Read each line out loud.
Reading Practice

OH OH

OO OO

IH

AYAY

EEEE

AH AH

EH

New Vowel

.6

Instructions: Write each vowel sound on the line below.
Vowel Practice

�� �������������� ��
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��������P)O �:

��L �O ~:��P �: �G

L �O ~:��P �: �G

L �O ~:��P �: �G

���L �Q �:�)O ~:�P �: �G��"�����)O ~:�P �: �G�G �Q

�G�L �Q�G �O ~:�P �: �G��"�����G �O ~:�P �: �G�G �Q

L �O ~:��P �: �G��"L �O ~:��P �: �G�G �Q

“My Name”

����G �OL �O� ����G�L �Q�

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

Instructions: Read the story. Write in the correct name on the line.  

�

Reading Practice

��

������L �Q �:

��

��

Fill in your own name!

L �O ~:��P �: �G
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  i ©zn̈   i ©zFA   i ©W   i ©dÄ   i ©nï   i ©nẄ

li ¥d   li ¥l   zi ¥l   zi ¥n   zi ¥A   i ¥A

li ¦d   li ¦Y   i ¦n ¦W   i ¦ll̈   i ¦lẄ

zÄ ©W   dïFi   Fd ¥d   i ©nï   i ©W  i ©a

i ©A i ©A   i ©nFl   i ¦W ¦W   i ©d   FdFd

  li ¦Wï   m ¥d ©d   dn̈i ¦A   dz̈i ¥A   Fzi ¥A

dl̈i ¥l   i ©W   i ©zFA   li ¥z   li ¦n   ai ¦l

         Instructions: Read the words, then circle the “eye” beans.

Circle the “ee beans”.

Circle the “ay beans”.

When        comes at the end of the word, ALWAYS read it as “eye”. 

Read each line out loud. Circle all the “eye” beans you can find! How many are there? ______
Activity

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

Special Rule

“EYE” Sound
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])OL �O �G������])OL �O������OL �O

Let’s review “EE”, “AY” and “EYE” beans.

Instructions: Read the words below. Count the beats. Put each beat in a basket.

1

i ¦li ¥l   i ¦zi ¥A   i ¦n ¦n   i ¦W ¦W

   i ¦l ¥A   i ©dÄ   i ©zFA   i ©n©i

i ¦zFn   i ©x ¦W   i ¦li ¥d   i ©nẄ

A letter and a vowel make a beat.  
Letters without a vowel of their own are part of a beat.

�P �O �:�����O �O �G�����] �] �O������P �O �:

Beats and Baskets Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

    # of  
“ee beans”   
 

    # of  
“ay beans”   
 

    # of  
“eye beans”   
 

Instructions: Read the words, then find the beans. Color all the “ee beans” in blue, all the
                 “ay beans” in green, and all the “eye beans” in yellow. Then count them.

Activity

Activity
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Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.6

Instructions: Read each line out loud until it is perfect.

.5

What makes aleph special?

Shape:  Aleph is the first letter of the 
            Aleph Bet. It sits on the line. 
            It has an arm on the right
            and a leg on the left. 
          
Sound:  Aleph makes the sound of the 
            vowel it comes with. 
   
                Read storybook page 1.

Practice the shape of aleph.

C���L �C��� �C��� ~C��� �C��� �C

L �C��� �C���yC���)C���L �C��� �C

CyO���G~O ~C���P �C���: �C���] ~C

G �< �C���G �])C���L �])C���])C

])C���D �G)C���: �C���CL �G���O ~C

ALEPH
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 .Wi ¦̀   `Ed  ,`Ä ©̀   `Ed�G �: �C��CL �G���C �Q �C��CL �G

I Can Speak Hebrew!
Instructions: Read the sentences out loud. Underline the letter      .              

Reading Practice

Ÿ̀l   i ¦Q���] ~̀    a ©W   zF`   a ῭

P~O ~d   ai ¦a ῭    dŸ ©̀    däẄ   a ©d ῭

a ¥dF`   ai ¦a ῭    m ¦i ©n   `n̈ ¦̀    `Ä ©̀

ai ¦a ῭ ©A   aä ¥l ©$���] ~D ~G)C���] ~D ~Wl̈

1 Beat

2 Beats

3 Beats

Aleph makes the sound of the vowel it comes with.

Instructions: Read the words. Put each beat in a basket.              

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5
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Chataf Vowels

“ah” sound

“eh” sound

� � � ����������� � � �����������

���

� � � �

This vowel makes the “ah” sound. 
It makes the same sound as the patach,    . 

This vowel is called
chataf patach.

This vowel is called
chataf segol.

This vowel makes the “eh” sound. 
It makes the same sound as the segol,    .

New Vowel

=  eh   

=  eh

=  ah   

=  ah
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� �

love

Can you see the letters           in each of the words? We call this a root word.� � �

Reading Practice
Instructions: Read the words out loud. Count the beats. Put each beat in a basket.

Chataf Practice

D �G)C] ~D ~G)C��

PL �D}G)C])D}G)C��

D �G �CG �D}G �C��

] ~Q{CL �])D}C������
More words with Chataf Vowels.

.2

.3

.1

.4
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“oo” with three dots below the letter

“oo” with the vav beside the letter

The “oo” vowel sound can be made two ways.

“oo” sound

 
This vowel is
called koobootz.

              Ed   En   EW   Ez   EA
dl̈EW   El   EA   Ei   EY

              ªa   ªn   ªW   ªz   ªA
dÄ ªA   m ªn   ªl   ªi   ªd

lEA ©n   lEa   lEn   lEl   lEA
z ªA   l ªz   l ªW   dÄ ªA   dÄ ªl

mi ¦lEA   i ¦lEi   zi ¦n ©lEW   dl̈EW
Ell̈ ©d   zEd ©a£̀    `Fa ῭    lEl ¡̀

Instructions: Let’s practice reading the “oo” sound.
Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

New Vowel

This vowel is
called shoorook.
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�(G ~W ©n   dÄEl   i ¦l ªi   i ¦lEn

Ell̈ ©d   lEA ©n   mi ¦lEA   dẄEA

EzẄ   mEW   EnŸ   dÄ ªA   dÄ ªl

Activity
Match the sounds.

OH OH

IH

AYAY

EEEE

EH

AH AH

OO OO

“OO” Sound

(DG�O
G �:G ~Q
L �OL �C
~QyG
)GG �:
�C�D

Reading Practice
Instructions: Read the words out loud. Count the beats. How many beats in each line?

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

 # of 
beats
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Instructions: Write the number of beats in each word in the box beside it. Complete the chart.

C B A

�� � � � � �

� �� � �

� � � � � �

� � � �� �

� � � � �

� � � � �

� �� � � �������� �

���� � � � � �

� � � � � �

� ��� � � � �

� � � � �

�� � � ��

�

# of beats # of beats# of beats

�� ��

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

���

���

���

How many syllables in each word?

Activity
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Instructions: Complete the letter chart.

Name Sound Print Letter

VKLQ ³VK´ ��

��

�3

��

��

��

��

��

��

���

Instructions: Write each vowel sound on the line below.
Vowel Practice

Letter and Vowel Practice

�� ����������������������

EH

Letter Practice
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“ih”  sound

This vowel is called “shva”. 

Shva has two roles.

Part 1
Shva at the beginning of a word makes the “ih” sound and makes a beat.  

Let’s look at “shva at the beginning” of a word.

� � � �

3DUW���DSSHDUV�RQ�SDJH����

New Vowel
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“ih”  sound

§a   §z   §W   §n   §l   §i   §d   §A

ai ¦a ῭ §A   mFi §A   i ¦n §l   m ¥W §l

`Ea §i   lEa §i   m ¥l ©W §l   l ¥l ©d §l

i ¥Y §W   i ¥n §i   zi ¦lEl §W   zEn¥l §W

l¥l ©d §l   l ¥l ©n §i   dn̈ ¥d §A

  Wn̈EW §n   l ¥lẄi ¦d §l   `i ¦ad̈ §l

] ~D ~d£̀ §n   z ¥zF` §n   a ¥d£̀ §n

Instructions: Read each line out loud. Practice reading the shva vowel at the beginning of a word.
                 Shva at the beginning of a word makes a beat.

Reading Practice

.2

.3

.1

.4

.5

.6

OH OH

OO OO

AYAY

EEEE

EH

AH AH

IH

“IH” Sound

.7
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